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So, why the bull?
We’re talking young hot-blooded males.
Some people say they make the best
lovers – but in this context they really do
make the best leathers. These bulls have
the best skins, which means a supremely
soft and supple surface handle, plus
they’re unmarked by the ravages of time,
so it’s less likely they’ve been scarred by
insect bites or barbed wire and of course
there are no stretch marks! They’re also
huge, giving improved upholstery yields.
The hides come from Western Europe,
mainly from Germany, so they arrive fresh
at the tannery, without the need for salt
preservatives, which are damaging to both
the hide and the environment.
You’re probably wondering why a fabric company is talking leather… We know
we’ve made a name for textile innovation and there’s lots we can do, but it’s
still impossible to weave genuine leather luxury. And even though we love
fabrics, we’re open minded enough to recognise that in many commercial
interiors there’s a place for specifying leather as a complementary upholstery
finish. And using leather from bull hides gives a wonderfully luxurious feel, with
environmental advantages to boot.

•
•
•
•
•

Bull hides
Soft and supple
Unblemished skins
Western European origin
Fresh hides – no salting

As we don’t produce the leathers
ourselves, we’ve had to partner with a
company which fits well with the Camira
brand, especially in terms of its
environmental profile, quality and service
approach.
Hulshof Royal Dutch Tanneries was
founded in 1876 and is located in the
picturesque town of Lichtenvoorde, eastern
Netherlands, not far from the border with
Germany. The company is one of Europe’s
premier tanneries, having received its
Royal Charter in 1976 and renewed for
another 25 years in 2011.
The company employs nearly 200 staff and
processes up to 300,000 hides a year, for
furniture, automotive, aviation and the
leather goods industry.

Leather by royal
appointment
Environmental stewardship and corporate citizenship is Second Nature to Hulshof:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fresh hides sourced within a 400km radius
Processing begins within just 48 – 72 hours
No salt preservatives needed
Biological waste water purification plant located 2km from the tannery
Re-located away from the town centre in 2006 at a cost of € 5 million
Green energy – self-supporting plant through biogas generation
Food grade production – valuable protein based food additives

Take it
from the
top

There are three generic types of finish which are applied to full and corrected grain
leathers – aniline, semi-aniline and pigmented – although only the latter two are
really suitable for contract interiors:
Aniline – this emphasises the natural appearance of the leather surface, by using
just a very thin protective transparent top coating. Only about 5% of the world’s
hides are classified as aniline and they’re used for handbags, shoes, and high end
domestic interiors, for people without pets!

Leather is a complex business, both the
tanning process to convert it into a durable,
luxurious product, as well as the terminology
to classify the hide type and finish. Like the
cream on the top of the milk or the head on a
pint of beer, the best leather is nearest the
top:

Pigmented – usually applied to corrected grain leather, layers of opaque pigments
cover and colour the leather surface. An additional top coat provides added water
and stain resistance.

Full grain leather – radiates its natural
beauty from the upper portion of the hide,
without any surface correction.

Finding this complicated?

Corrected grain – uses the same upper
section, but the surface is sanded to remove
imperfections, then embossed with an artifical
grain.

A nice parallel is to think of hand-crafted wooden furniture. With the highest quality
fine oak or mahogany, the grain of the wood is a feature of the furniture, with just a
thin coat of varnish to seal the surface and set off its appearance. Lower grade
wood is not just sanded, but painted to conceal knots and other imperfections.

Semi-aniline – a lightly pigmented protective finish is applied to full grain leather
to provide extra surface protection and durability for contract areas

144 colours
to choose
from
We all have a favourite colour and we all know that colour selection drives
specification for an interior scheme. We’ve hundreds of colourways to choose
from in our fabric collections and in leather we’ve a magic 144 individual
shades across five different ranges in two price groupings. So there’s sure to
be a complementary finish whatever you’re trying to match to.

Vintage & Modern
We started out in leather with Vintage, a
traditional and versatile contract performance
product, which is now joined by new range
Modern, sporting fresher fashion colourways for
a younger look and feel. They’re both corrected
grain, pigmented leathers, the only difference
being that Modern uses a slightly superior grade
of raw hide with less surface correction. 90
colourways combined.

Luxus, Antique & Gilt
For the ultimate leather luxury, this collection of
three full grain semi-aniline leathers is the height
of opulence, with each exquisite quality
providing something rather special. Sublime
Luxus reveals the original detailing of the raw
hide and comes in traditional shades and pastel
hues. Antique recreates the prized antique
patina effect in classic shades with a beautiful
hand-rubbed finish. Gilt is a soft as silk, yet with
a harder edged architectural look achieved
using high grade metallic pigments.

Being bullish
Leather care
As with fabrics, the best way to keep leather
looking good is to give it a good vacuum –
using a clean brush attachment - to remove
dust and grit which can scratch and spoil the
surface.
Clean the leather with a soft cloth and get to
spills quickly, while they’re still fresh and blot
them up with a soft absorbent cloth or kitchen
roll.
For more persistant stains on Vintage and
Modern, use a water-based mild soap solution
(PH neutral) and a soft cloth, using a light
circular movement until the stain is removed.
Specialist cleaning products are available,
especially for our full grain leathers Luxus,
Antique and Gilt. Please contact us for further
information.
Avoid placing leather upholstery in direct
sunlight and never place too close to a radiator.

Why Hulshof leather by Camira makes
most sense:
The very best luxury leathers
Supremely soft - a delight to touch
144 colourways to choose from
Classic shades or a modern twist
Semi-aniline or corrected grain
Solid environmental profile
Bigger hides for improved yield
Award winning European tannery

